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ABSTRACT
Cancer is a major health issue in the United States. Reliable estimates of
yearly cancer mortality counts are essential for resourcing and planning. The
American Cancer Society has used several methods of forecasting to estimate
the future cancer burden and researchers are continually working to develop
new methods with improved performance. There have been studies
comparing different models for predicting the US cancer mortality counts.
This study explores and compares several different models for cancer
mortality count predictions at the state level, principally for the state of
Virginia. Results of the comparisons appear to show the final improved
model to perform better than the others; however, at the state level even the
improved model can still produce undesirable results.
INTRODUCTION
Cancer is the main cause in one out of every four deaths in the United States; only
heart disease causes more deaths each year (ACS 2008). In 2008 the American Cancer
Society (ACS) estimates that 565,650 Americans will die from cancer; 13,990 are
expected to be Virginians (ACS 2008). In 2007 the National Institutes of Health (NIH)
estimates that the total costs associated with cancer reached $219 .2 billion: $89 billion
for direct medical costs, $18.2 billion for lost productivity due to illness and $112
billion for lost productivity due to premature death (ACS 2008). As a result of these
costs it is vital for many agencies to have precise estimates of cancer incidence and
mortality counts for resourcing and planning. Agencies need to have reliable
predictions in order to budget annually for cancer research, treatment, prevention, and
other related expenditures.
The National Center for Health Statistics (NCHS) of the Centers for Disease
Control (CDC) publicly releases the observed mortality data compiled from death
certificates certified by attending physicians, funeral directors, medical examiners, and
coroners. The latest data available are 3 years old due to the large number of records
involved and the complex process of data collection, tabulation, and publication. For
instance, in 2007 the NCHS released the actual mortality data for 2004. As a result of
this procedural delay it is necessary to predict three years ahead to obtain the current
year's numbers to budget and plan accordingly.
Each year the ACS releases these predicted figures in two publications, Cancer
Facts & Figures (CFF) and CA-A Cancer Journal for Clinicians. Included in these
publications are the projected number of deaths from site and gender specific cancers
and all cancers combined at the national and state level. The ACS has used several
methods of forecasting to estimate the future cancer burden and researchers are
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continually working to develop new methods with improved performance. Prior to
1995, a model based on linear predictions was used by the ACS to estimate the yearly
number of cancer deaths. A quadratic time series model with autoregressive errors
called the PF model was used from 1995 to 2003. During this time the ACS would
make subjective modifications to the forecasts by choosing from five different forecasts
in order to account for recent trend changes in the data that the model was not able to
capture. The five possibilities for the published forecasts were the three-year-ahead
point predictions, the upper and lower 95% prediction limits, and the midpoints
between the prediction limits and the point estimate.
In order to improve forecasts, Tiwari et al. (2004) developed a state space model
(SSM) based method and its tuned version (tuned SSM). This method was used to
obtain cancer predictions published in Cancer Statistics, 2004 (Jemal et al. 2004). The
ACS did extensive research at both the national and state levels, and found the tuned
SSM to perform better on average than other methods when comparing mean squared
deviations, but at the state level the ACS found the PF model and the tuned SSM to be
comparable with a slight advantage for the PF model over the SSM. In part because
of its ability to adjust well to rapidly changing trends at the national-level, the ACS
adopted the tuned SSM for cancer forecast in 2004. Since 2004 the ACS has been
using the tuned SSM to predict the yearly cancer mortality counts using the method of
moments (MOM) to estimate the error covariance matrices (Tiwari et al. 2004).
In a recent paper, Ghosh et al. (2008) studied the predictions of the 3 methods at the
national level and found the tuned SSM to perform better on average, but not
uniformly. Apparently, they also studied the models at the state level and found the
results were not as favorable to SSM and tuned SSM as at the national level. However,
no specific state level results are reported and data used were only up to 2001. In this
article, the interest is to compare the three methods specifically for the state of
Virginia's cancer mortality data. For this, three more years of data are used than Ghosh
et al. (2008), that is years 1969 through 2004 are used to compare cancer mortality
predictions through 2007 using these methods.
DATA
Analysis in this article uses Virginia mortality data from years 1969 through 2004,
the latest year available at the time of analysis (SEER 2007). The data is broken down
by gender and cancer site where specified. The SEER*Stat Software was used to
obtain all Virginia mortality data (NCI 2008). The data is in the form of di, where t =
1 corresponds to the number of cancer deaths in 1969 and t = 36 corresponds to 2004.
PF MODEL
From 1995 until 2003, ACS predictions were based on the PF model using a
quadratic time trend with autoregressive errors. This model can be written in the form

+ b 2 t2 + ~
~ = a.1~~1 + ···+ 4p~p, + ~
~

= b 0 + b 1t

where the c/s are independently distributed with :mean zero and constant variance cr/
for all t.
The first step in implementing the PF model :iis to fit a quadratic time trend model
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= b 0 + b 1 t+ b 2 t 2

to the series using ordinary least squares. Then the residuals

1\ =

~-

(60 + h1 t +h2 t 2 )

are calculated and an autoregressive process is fit to {i\} in order to capture the shortterm fluctuations of the series. In this autoregressive process the residual at a current
time point depends on the residuals at previous time points and a random error term
(Harvey 1989, 1993). The combined forecasting model is then used to make future
mortality predictions.
The PF method needs at least seven observations consisting of di and t in order to
fit the forecasting model. SAS procedure PROC FORECAST (PF) is used to obtain the
three-year-ahead predictions and 95% prediction intervals for each year (SAS 2004).
Each year the PF model was applied to gender and site specific groupings (for example
male digestive system) and then the overall national-level prediction was a sum of the
predictions from all the individual sites. The PF model was also applied at the state
level, but to insure that the sum of the state level predictions equaled the national level
predictions, the state forecasts were adjusted proportionally when needed.
STATE SPACE MODEL
A state space model (SSM) for representing the yearly number of cancer deaths
lS

~ = ;~

+~,

di

t = 1, 2,. ...

where (1t is the unobserved trend at time t and c1 is the error at time t. Here c/s are
assumed to be serially uncorrelated and normally distributed with zero-mean and
.
constant variance as. - .·.
The PF model was slow in capturing sudden year-to-year variations in the series;
to improve on this a trend that changes with time can be implemented. There are
several time-varying trends available; a local quadratic trend is selected because of its
similarity to the quadratic time series model. The local quadratic trend model is

z_ v

+ flt -1 + Yt-1 + 111t
flt-1 + 2Yt-1 + 112t:

«t. = ~-1
flt =

Yt

= Yt-1 + 1131:

of.

The errors 'llii are assumed to be serially uncorrelated with mean Oand variance
They are also assumed to be uncorrelated with each other and with the c/s. Further c1

is called the measurement error and 'It = ['Q 1t '17 2t '17 atJis called the transition error
with variance W. The measurement and transition errors are also assumed to be
normally distributed so V and W can be estimated using maximum likelihood (ML)
estimation.

=

+

If

of = 0
+

(i = 1,2,3) then the local quadratic model reduces to

+ ~-

~ ~ Jl 0 t y 0 t
Hence a state space model with a local quadratic
trend mimics the PF model.
Following the methods of Ghosh et al. (2008) one can obtain the predicted series
2
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U.S. Female Breast Cancer Deaths

Virginia Female Breast Cancer Deaths
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FIGURE 1. Three-year-ahead predictions of female breast cancer deaths for Virginia, 1978-2007, using
PF method, SSM and tuned-SSM.

using this SSM. This type of model prediction can be implemented by various
packages including SsfPack2.2. "SsjPack is a suite of C routines for carrying out
computations involving the statistical analysis of univariate and multivariate models
in state space form" (Koopman et al. 1999).
·
Figure 1 shows Virginia mortality predictions for female breast cancer using data
from years 1969 through 2004. The SSM predictions, PF predictions, and
corresponding observed values are all shown. Also shown are the tuned SSM
predictions, which will be discussed in the next section. Notice how the SSM adapts
faster to the leveling off of the observed series than the PF model which continues to
increase for a period of time before it adapts to the new trend. For Virginia female
breast cancer the root mean square predicted error (RMSPE) for the SSM is smaller
than the RMSPE for the PF model. The SSM is able to adapt faster to trend changes
than the PF model. However, small random variations in the observed series are
magnified and show up as zigzags in the SSM predictions. This jaggedness is
especially noticeable at the state level or in rare cancers. Figure 2 shows female breast
cancer mortality predictions for the entire U.S. Notice that even though both SSM
predicted series in Figures 1 & 2 are jagged, the predicted series for Virginia's female
breast cancer deaths has more severe year-to-year fluctuations than the predicted series
for entire U.S.'s female breast cancer deaths.
These exaggerated fluctuations are a weakness of the model, because it creates an
uncertainty that can make the predictions useless. Figure 3 shows Virginia testis
observed cancer counts and corresponding predictions. Testis cancer has a variable
observed series yielding to very erratic predictions from the SSM. For the predicted
series shown in the figures, testis cancer has the worst predictions with regards to

- - pF Model

*** Observed

- - Tuned SSM

---· Untuned SSM

-

- Tuned SSM

FIGURE 2. Three-year-ahead predictions of female breast cancer deaths for the U.S ., 1978-2007, using PF
method, SSM and tuned-SSM.
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FIGURE 3. Three-year-ahead predictions of testis cancer deaths for Virginia, 1978-2007, using PF method,
SSM and tuned-SSM.
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RMSPE for both the SSM and the PF model. The SSM model predicts negative
mortality counts for 4 different years while the PF model predicts negative counts for
9 years. On the other hand, the SSM predicts -66 people to die from testis cancer in
1982 while the lowest prediction made by the PF method is -5 in 1988. Both of the
predicted series for testis cancer are unreasonable.
TUNED SSM
To help control the variability of the SSM, tuning parameters can be introduced into
the model. The time-invariant error variances V and W are rescaled by the tuning
parameters such that the sum of squares of the differences between the predicted
mortality counts and the observed mortality counts is minimized.
Let dt be the predicted number of deaths at time t. Let Vt* be the variance and Wt*
be the covariance matrix from the SSM, estimated from observed values d 1 • • • ~ in
order to predict dt+J· The added suffix t refers to the portion of the time series that V
and Ware estimated from, so V and Ware still time-invariant. To illustrate, d 1 • •• d7
are used to estimate V/, and W/ then to obtain

il.

10 •

W 33 * which are used to obtain d. 36 , the estimated number of deaths for 2004. Once V 7 *
... V 3/ and W 7 * ... W 3/ have been estimated, replace each V/ and W/ with Kv V/
and KwW/ where Kv and Kware unknown constants in the interval (0, 1) called tuning
parameters. Note that ifKvand Kw were known, d 1 ••• ~ ' variance Kv Vt*, and covariance

matrix KwW/ could be used to fit a SSM to obtain dt+J· Let SSPE be the sum of the
squares of the prediction errors. Then SSPE is a function of Kv and Kw. These are
estimated by minimizing

I

33

=

(ii..+3 -
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TABLE I. Root mean square predictied error (RMSPE) for Virginia cancers using 3 prediction methods.

Site
Brain and Other Nervous System
Cervix Uteri
Colon and Rectum
Digestive System
Female Breast
Leukemia
Liver and Intrahepatic Bile Duct
Oral Cavity and Pharynx
Stomach
Testis
Th:yroid

PF
0.1002
0.2803
0.0735
0.0562
0.0961
0.1892
0.1827
0.1323
0.1047
1.5748
0.3829

RMSPE
Tuned SSM
SSM
0.1326
0.1194
0.3092
0.2738
0.1247
0.0788
0.1187
0.0505
0.0914
0.0786
0.1597
0.1563
0.2519
0.1802
0.1400
0.1294
0.1088
0.1011
2.4486
1.4515
0.4198
0.3832

Similarly, d 1 ... d 8 are used to

obtain d 11 and V 8* and W 8 * are the corresponding covariance matrices used in the
prediction. Likewise, computation of V* and W* continues until the most recent year
available that has a corresponding observed value. For example, if 2004 is the latest
year for which the observed number of cancer deaths is known then stop with V 33 * and

SSPE
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'4+3>2

t~ 7

Once Kv and Kw have been obtained recalculate .d. 7 •••

d

36

using the tuned variance

KvV/ and tuned covariance matrix KwW/. Variances V/ ... V 3/ and covariance
matrices W 7 * .. . W 33 * were estimated first using SsjPack2.2 as done in the SSM, then
the tuning parameters Kv and Kw were estimated using the routine optim in "R" (Ihaka
and Gentleman 1996).
Figures 1 & 3 show the tuned SSM, SSM, and PF model predictions for the number
of cancer deaths in Virginia for female breast cancer and testis cancer years 1978
through 2004. The tuned SSM has corrected some of the pronounced variations of the
SSM. For testis cancer, the prediction for 1982 using the tuned SSM is -3 , an
improvement over the predicted -66 deaths of the SSM. However, the tuned SSM now

TABLE 2. Observed and predicted number of Virginian cancer deaths for 2004.
Site
Observed
PF
SSM
Tuned SSM
Brain and Other Nervous System
292
295
300
295
Cervix Uteri
76
106
97
105
Colon and Rectum
1285
1360
1378
1362
Digestive System
3102
3186
3214
3212
Female Breast
1059
1125
1109
1099
Leukemia
499
515
504
504
Liver and Intrahepatic Bile Duct
327
338
321
350
Oral Cavity and Pharynx
154
163
163
163
Stomach
248
303
303
303
-1
Testis
5
5
4
Thyroid
27
30
30
30
has 7 negative predictions which is still better than the PF model which has 9 negative
predictions. The worst prediction for the tuned SSM is in year 1997 when the model
predicts -6 testis cancer deaths.
DISCUSSION
Both the SSM and the tuned SSM are able to respond faster to local changes in the
series of cancer deaths compared to the PF model as can be seen in predictions for
Virginia female breast cancer deaths (Figure 1). But, both the predicted series from the
SSM and the tuned SSM are more jagged than the PF model sometimes resulting in
more unreasonable results. The tuned SSM is able to smooth some of the SSM's
jaggedness, but still produces oscillating predicted series. In some cases, the tuned
SSM is able to bring the predictions closer to the observed values.
Table 1 contains the RMSPEs using all 3 models for predictions from several
Virginia cancer groups, years 1978 to 2004. The RMSPE is consistently smaller for
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the tuned SSM compared to the untuned SSM. The SSM RMSPE is smaller than the
PF model RMSPE for only female breast cancer and leukemia. These two cancers have
smaller fluctuations in the observed series than the other cancer sites, allowing the SSM
to perform better than the PF model. The more oscillatory series of the other cancer
sites produce extreme fluctuations in the untuned SSM. The tuned SSM is able to
smooth these fluctuations and perform better than the PF model for all but three of the
cancer sites. For female breast cancer tuned SSM reduces the RMSPE by 18%. For
leukemia tuned SSM reduces the RMSPE by 17%. However, for the brain and other
nervous system cancers the PF model RMSPE is 16% smaller than the tuned SSM
RMSPE.
Table 2 shows the observed and predicted values for several Virginia cancer sites
for the year 2004. Notice for the cancers included in table 2, the predictions for cancers
with smaller mortality counts are close if not identical for the 3 methods.
For Virginia's cancer mortality predictions the tuned SSM appears to perform better
than the PF method when looking at the predicted series as a whole. This is because
the tuned SSM is able to adapt quicker to changes in mortality trends; however this
added sensitivity can sometimes cause unwanted results.
There is definite room for improvement in cancer mortality predictions. Both the
SSM and tuned SSM assume the errors to be normally distributed. While this may not
be a problem at the national level, small mortality counts at the state level and with
some rarer cancers might cause this to be a problem. This is especially apparent with
Virginia's testis cancer predictions. One could improve on this by assuming a different
distribution on the errors, such as a Poisson distribution, and then using Dynamic
Generalized Linear Models. Another suggested improvement would be to use different
time-varying trend models for different cancers. But, this would require the researcher
to choose the best model for each type of cancer. Yet another suggestion is to use a
joinpoint model (Tiwari et al. 2004). Finally, Tiwari also suggested the use of
preliminary mortality estimates in predictions. Research is ongoing to find the best
method of cancer mortality prediction.
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